RIFLES – BANNED FEATURES
RIFLES REQUIRING REGISTRATION ARE

• Semiautomatic rifles capable of receiving a detachable magazines

AND

• Have one or more of the following military characteristics
Banned Features

- Folding or Telescoping Stock
- Protruding Pistol Grip
- Thumbhole Stock
- Second Handgrip or Protruding Grip that can be held by non-shooting hand
- Bayonet Mount
Banned Features

- Flash Suppressor
- Muzzle Brake
- Muzzle Compensator
- Or a threaded barrel designed to accommodate the above
- Grenade Launcher
Banned Feature

Folding Stock
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Telescoping Stock
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Protruding Pistol Grip
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Thumbhole Stock
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Second Handgrip
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Bayonet Mount
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Flash Suppressor, Muzzle Brake or Compensator
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Threaded Barrel to accommodate:
Flash suppressor, Muzzle brake or Compensator
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